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Press Release 

MobiWork® announces major deployment in logistics and supply chain 
management. 

São Paulo based Support Cargo selects MobiWork® MWS for its supply chain 
management operations. 

Boca Raton, FL - December 19, 2013: Florida based MobiWork® today announced that Support Cargo, a Brazilian 
leader in the logistics market, has selected MobiWork® MWS for its supply chain management operations.  

“MobiWork helps us increase our overall productivity and visibility in our supply chain management operations.“ said João 
Carlos Nehring, Support Cargo Founder and President. “Real-time insight is critical to properly monitor our complex 
operations, guarantee our service level agreements and respond to any events with fast and accurate decisions.”  

Hervé Rivère, founder and CEO of MobiWork® stated: “Support Cargo is a world class organization and we are extremely 
pleased to be working with such a highly regarded company in the supply chain management and overall logistics market. 
We look forward to expanding our relationship in the years to come”.  

MobiWork will be attending the Mobile World Congress in Barcelona from February 24th, 2014 through the 28th and will be 
available to demonstrate its solutions on-site. 

 

About Support Cargo  
Support Cargo® is one of the leading logistics and supply chain management providers in Brazil. Support Cargo has been 
providing logistic solutions for more than 25 years to major companies including Electrolux, WhirlPool, General Motors, 
Goodyear... Support Cargo operates a fleet of more than 400 vehicles on a daily basis and generated revenues in excess 
of 100 million R$ in 2013.  
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About MobiWork  
MobiWork® is a privately held software technology company based in Florida, specializing in 
smartphone and cloud based mobile workforce solutions for field sales, field services and 
logistics. MobiWork® solutions increase productivity, improve information exchange and customer 
satisfaction. They are deployed in minutes, cost effective, highly customizable, easily integrated 
with existing software, and reflect best business practices.  

For more information visit www.mobiwork.com or contact 1-888-MOBI-WRK or 
sales@mobiwork.com. 


